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Inspiring mankind to be mindful of its carbon footprint 

The Great Labyrinth of Africa 



This is your chance to:  
 

•Be part of something big. 

•Reach the whole world with an    

important message. 

•Make a real, tangible difference. 

•Create something unique  

  & beautiful for future generations. 

•Leave a lasting legacy  

•Be remembered for all time 

 
 



Imagine building something so 
big you can see it from space! 

The Great Pyramid of Giza 
230m x 230m 



                       Every time  
you drive your car  

you produce carbon emissions 
that are harmful to the planet 

and people. 



                      Company vehicles  
and staff travel  

help to make South Africa  
one of the biggest polluters  

in the world. 



               
1 African elephant  

weighs 5 tonnes. 
 

Can you picture  
100 million elephants? 

 
South Africa releases over 500 million tonnes  

of poisonous CO2  
into the atmosphere each year. 

 
That’s shocking! 

Picture this… 

Let’s do something about this… 



511 million 
tonnes 

The amount of carbon 
dioxide that South Africa 

releases into the atmosphere 
each year. 

24% 
Percentage increase in 
South Africa's carbon 
emissions from the 

consumption and flaring of 
fossil fuels since 1996. 

9.18 tonnes 
South Africa's carbon 

emissions per capita; that's 
nearly double the world 
average at 4.49 tonnes. 

South Africa  
is among the highest 
 per capita emissions  

in the developing world. 

South Africa 

Reducing  
South Africa’s 
carbon footprint  

is a critical 
national issue 
that requires an 

urgent response 
from our country’s 
business leaders.   



 We have a  

BIG IDEA,  
and we’d like  

to share it with   

YOU. 



We’re going to build the largest labyrinth in the 
world made from 90 000 Spekboom trees 

This global landmark will serve as a living monument  
to environmental preservation  

on our planet. 

Expect insane 
global media 

coverage! 
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Our campaign 
message 

 
 

 
Be mindful of your 
carbon footprint  

 
 



Why a Labyrinth? 
 

A labyrinth is a pattern of pathways that 
weave in a circle around a central point. You 
walk through the pathways to get to the 
center.  
 
A labyrinth is not a maze. There is only one 
way in and one way out, so you don't need to 
think about where you're going. 
 
Labyrinths are powerful landmarks that 
intrigue and fascinate people from all walks of 
life throughout the world.   
 
They've got ancient roots. They’re found on 
Greek pottery, on Spanish petroglyphs, rock 
carvings, and on the floors of medieval 
cathedrals in Europe.  
 
Today, there is a global revival of labyrinths 
and tourists flock to see and experience 
them. 
 
Labyrinths promote contemplation, 
meditation, introspection and mindfulness. 

Why Spekboom? 
Succulent tree native to South Africa 

Reach between 2m and 5m tall & live to 
be 200 years old 

Are 10 times more effective at 
reducing carbon than tropical 

rainforest trees 

1 mature Spekboom can remove 
8.5kg of CO² per year 

They can survive frost, fire, and drought. 

They are very easy to propagate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Planting 
Spekboom  
trees  
25cm apart  
creates a  
beautiful,   
natural,  
evergreen  
hedge.  
 



Micro propagation through entrepreneurship in townships 

The back story… 



Scaled up to township nurseries 



Blossomed into 150,000 Spekboom trees 



Meet our Tree-preneurs: 
At Wonder Plant: We established a network of micro-tree nurseries in townships  
and empowered previously disadvantaged people to earn sustainable livelihoods  

by growing Spekboom trees for us to supply our projects and customers.  

www.wonderplant.co.za 



No seriously! Imagine building something 
so big you can see it from space! 

The Great Pyramid of Giza 

Join us 



3. SILVER RING  
50 Lanes of 100m 

Sponsors purchase 
naming rights to the 

lanes in each ring.  

4. BRONZE RING  
500 Lanes of 10m 

230m 

THERE ARE FOUR RINGS 
IN THE LABYRINTH 

1. PLATINUM RING  
3 Lanes of 1000m 

2. GOLD RING  
(The Golden Circle) 
10 Lanes of 500m 

The Great Pyramid  
of Giza 

 
230m x 230m 



3. SILVER RING  
50 Lanes of 100m 

Sponsors purchase 
naming rights to the 

lanes in each ring.  

4. BRONZE RING  
500 Lanes of 10m 

230m 

THERE ARE FOUR RINGS 
IN THE LABYRINTH 

1. PLATINUM RING  
3 Lanes of 1000m 

2. GOLD RING  
(The Golden Circle) 
10 Lanes of 500m 

The Great Labyrinth  
of Africa 

 
230m x 230m 

 
 
 

Our goal is to build a 
labyrinth as big as the 
Great Pyramid of Giza. 



3. SILVER RING  
50 Lanes of 100m 

Sponsors purchase 
naming rights to the 

lanes in each ring.  

4. BRONZE RING  
500 Lanes of 10m 

THERE ARE FOUR RINGS 
IN THE LABYRINTH 

1. PLATINUM RING  
3 Lanes of 1000m 

2. GOLD RING  
(The Golden Circle) 
10 Lanes of 500m 

 The Gueret Labyrinth 
– France 

 
20,000 visitor pa 

 
R120 entrance 

 
6 hectre site 

 
 
 

Ours is bigger! 



3. SILVER RING  
50 Lanes of 100m 

Sponsors purchase 
naming rights to the 

lanes in each ring.  

4. BRONZE RING  
500 Lanes of 10m 

230m 

THERE ARE FOUR RINGS 
IN THE LABYRINTH 

1. PLATINUM RING  
3 Lanes of 1000m 

2. GOLD RING  
(The Golden Circle) 
10 Lanes of 500m 

The Four Rings 
 

Our labyrinth will have 
four rings made up of 

lanes of Spekboom 
hedging.  

 

Platinum Gold Silver Bronze 



3. SILVER RING  
50 Lanes of 100m 

Sponsors purchase 
naming rights to the 

lanes in each ring.  

4. BRONZE RING  
500 Lanes of 10m 

230m 

THERE ARE FOUR RINGS 
IN THE LABYRINTH 

1. PLATINUM RING  
3 Lanes of 1000m 

2. GOLD RING  
(The Golden Circle) 
10 Lanes of 500m 

Lanes of Hedging 
 

Platinum Gold Silver Bronze 

PLATINUM  
3 Lanes of 1000m 

GOLD  
(The Golden Circle) 
10 Lanes of 500m 

SILVER 
50 Lanes of 100m 

BRONZE  
500 Lanes of 10m 



4 trees per metre 
 

Naming Rights 

1000m =  R500,000 

PLATINUM RIGHTS (3 available) 

500m   =  R250,000 

GOLD RIGHTS (10 available) 

100m   =  R50,000 

SILVER RIGHTS (50 available) 

You can purchase naming rights for as 
many metres of hedging as you can afford 

and enjoy full brand recognition on site 
and in our social media 

Your funds will be employed to help us 
purchase the land, plant the trees, 

sustain the project team and drive the 
marketing engine for worldwide  

media coverage. 

Your sponsored trees will still be living in 200 years. 

BRONZE RIGHTS (500 available) 

10m     =  R5,000 



Every Lane in the Great Labyrinth is named after the  
family or company that purchased the naming rights  

made visible on site through various ways. 

Living legacy investment 



GET INVOLVED! 
 

Help us to promote the campaign message 
 – be mindful of your carbon footprint -  

Use your Power of Influence 
Personal & Professional 

Inspire others to buy lanes, too!  



Help us to build the biggest labyrinth in the world -  
Support this project in whatever way you can.   

Drive with a clean conscience  
for the rest of your life! 

NEXT STEPS: 
 

1) Purchase naming rights for a 
lane with your brand. 
 

2) Send us a 30 second  
3) or longer video clip of you 

supporting our labyrinth 
project and global campaign 
message – be mindful of 
your carbon footprint. 
 

4) Invite T(h)REE people you 

know to purchase naming 
rights, too. 

A CALL TO ACTION 



The Great Power of 
Influence 

 
 

YOU 

MARKETING  
& CSI 

DEPARTMENT 

FRANCHISES 

CUSTOMERS 

GROUP COMPANIES 
SUPPLIERS 
COMPETITORS 
FRIENDS 
 

BRANCHES 

HELP US BY PROPAGATING THIS IDEA. 
Let’s build the biggest labyrinth on earth. 
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JOIN US 
 

Encourage the world 
to think about the 

environment 



 

Contact Details: 

 

Peter Shrimpton 

 

Address: 

Happy Valley Farm 

Plot 1477 

Simondium 

 

Phone:  

073 420 4161 

 

Email: 

peter@heartcapital.co.za  

 

Website: 

www.heartcapital.co.za 

www.wonderplant.co.za 

 

Wonder Plant is a Heart Charitable Trust portfolio venture 

JOIN OUR MISSION FOR SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 
 
By supporting The Great Labyrinth of Africa project,  you have the rare opportunity to be part of a pioneering force for 
environmental preservation in South Africa. We invite you to engage with us to further explore the sponsorship and 
branding opportunities of this unique initiative.  This is your chance to use your leadership position to help bring about 
social and environmental transformation for future generations. Your funds will be employed to help us purchase the land, 
plant the trees, sustain the project team and drive the marketing engine for worldwide media coverage. The project will be 
self-sustaining through access fees charged to visitors of The Great Labyrinth of Africa and the continued propagation and 
sales of Spekboom trees. By supporting this important project, you can and will make a huge difference to the lives of the 
previously disadvantaged people who Wonder Plant empowered to grow the 90,000 Spekboom trees. Please visit our 
website for more details, or call us to arrange a site visit. We’d love to show you our work and introduce you to our team.   
 
 
 


